ABSTRACT
Over the past decades, various methods, techniques, and tools for modeling and evaluating performance properties of software systems have been proposed covering the entire software life cycle. However, the application of performance engineering approaches to solve a given user concern is still rather challenging and requires expert knowledge and experience. There are no recipes on how to select, configure, and execute suitable methods, tools, and techniques allowing to address the user concerns. In this paper, we describe our vision of Declarative Performance Engineering (DPE), which aims to decouple the description of the user concerns to be solved (performance questions and goals) from the task of selecting and applying a specific solution approach. The strict separation of “what” versus “how” enables the development of different techniques and algorithms to automatically select and apply a suitable approach for a given scenario. The goal is to hide complexity from the user by allowing users to express their concerns and goals without requiring any knowledge about performance engineering techniques. Towards realizing the DPE vision, we discuss the different requirements and propose a reference architecture for implementing and integrating respective methods, algorithms, and tooling.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance of Systems—Modeling techniques; D.2 [Software Engineering]

1. INTRODUCTION
During the life cycle of a software system, performance analysts continuously need to provide answers to and act on performance-relevant questions about response times, resource utilization, bottlenecks, trends, anomalies, etc. Their everyday work includes questions such as [7]: “What performance would a new service or application deployed on the infrastructure exhibit and how much resources should be allocated to it?”, “What would be the performance impact of adding a new component or upgrading an existing component as services and applications evolve?”, “If an application experiences a load spike or a change of its workload profile, how would this affect the system performance?”, “What would be the effect of migrating a service or an application component from one physical server to another?’. Despite advances in measurement-based and model-based performance engineering (concerning compatibility, reuse, and modeling convenience) [3, 5], it is still challenging to apply such tools in practice without having extensive knowledge and experience in performance engineering. Additionally, the performance of a software system may be evaluated with different techniques over time, each having specific parameters and capabilities. Searching for solutions, performance analysts typically follow the process depicted in Figure 1 to find an answer to a given performance query. Starting with a performance query (specifying a specific question that needs to be answered), the process consists of the choice of an analysis approach, its parametrization, processing, result filtering, and interpretation. The application of the process to answer such queries is complex, time-consuming and error-prone—even for performance experts. To illustrate this, we consider a software service evolution example, focusing on the response time of a single service. At system design-time, predicting the response time of the service involves complex decisions such as the selection of a suitable modeling formalism (predictive formalisms, like layered queueing networks or queueing Petri nets, or architecture-level modeling languages, such as UML MARTE, PCM [2], or DML [1]), or even intermediate approaches like CSM [16] or KLAPER [8], the choice of modeling granularity (e.g., black box, coarse-grained, or fine-grained), solvers and solution technique (e.g., Markovian analytical solvers, product-form solution or simulation-based solvers [4]), and the derivation of model parameters. These decisions affect the modeling accuracy, as well as the speed and overhead of the analysis, and require a lot of expert knowledge. At system testing and deployment time, there is the opportunity to evaluate the service response time by conducting performance measurements on the real system. However, again complex decisions
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Existing performance engineering techniques require expert knowledge to apply them correctly. Different performance analysis techniques are applicable at the various stages of the software life cycle. For performance engineering, currently there is no generalized layer or a unified interface that provides:

- A high-level language allowing to specify goals and queries independent of the solution approach (e.g., using measurement-based or model-based techniques)
- Decision support for the selection of an appropriate performance engineering technique and tool for answering a performance query, considering functional and non-functional requirements (e.g., system perturbation) as part of the selection and parametrization of performance engineering techniques

3. THE VISION OF DECLARATIVE PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING

The high-level objective of Declarative Performance Engineering (DPE) is to support system developers and administrators in performance-relevant decision making. Performance analysts formulate their concerns using a declarative domain-specific language. We aim to reduce the currently huge abstraction gap between the level on which performance-relevant concerns are formulated and the level on which performance engineering techniques are typically applied. The goal of DPE is to enable the formulation and answering of performance-relevant questions and goals for a software system in a human-understandable manner by using a high-level declarative language to interact with performance engineering tools. The proposed language processing exploits a high degree of automation through a corresponding interpretation and execution infrastructure, which builds on established low-level performance evaluation methods, techniques, and tools. The core characteristics of the DPE vision are:

- Enabling the performance analyst to declaratively specify what performance-relevant questions need to be answered without being concerned about how they should be answered. Particularly, the declarative language is independent of the performance evaluation approach. This enables the integration of both, measurement-based and model-based analysis.
- Hiding complexity from the user by automating the selection and execution of a solution approach, which may involve the application of multiple performance engineering techniques. For maximum flexibility, it should be possible to process the results from the various applied techniques manually, semi-automatically, or by using full automation.
- Supporting the whole software system life cycle, including design, operation, and evolution. In particular, we consider modern software development paradigms, where development and operation merge (DevOps).
- Supporting extensibility of the declarative language and the implementation platform and respective tools.

4. DPE APPROACH

The DPE vision requires an architecture for building frameworks and tools that allow to reach the targeted goals. Figure 2 provides an overview of our envisioned DPE archi-
tecture. It comprises a declarative performance evaluation language, a capability model and a decision engine for solution techniques, as well as language processing algorithms all being part of the DPE platform. In the following, we explain the specific objectives for these components in more detail.

4.1 Declarative Language

The DPE language should be easy to adopt and understandable by software developers and administrators, as well as by non-technicians. We aim to cover a wide range of performance concerns. In particular, we plan to support the following types of language statements:

- **System element queries** enable self-description of the system concerning its elements, e.g., “What services or resources are provided by the system?”.
- **User-controlled queries** enable asking questions about the system performance.
  1. **Basic queries** (e.g., “What is the response time of service x [for workload y] [at time z]?”)
  2. **Degree-of-freedom queries** or exploration space queries (e.g., “What is the utilization of server x for [100, 150 or 200] users?”)
  3. **Exploration space search queries** (e.g., scalability questions about the maximum number of users without SLA violation or bottleneck detection)
- **Temporal queries** enable asking questions concerning observations based on monitoring the system over an extended period of time, e.g., trends, forecasting, and anomaly detection.
- **Sensitivity queries** evaluate the effect/influence of a service or resource, e.g., “influence of service x on the utilization of resource y”.
- **Goal definitions** allow to describe user level goals.

They provide a basis to derive concrete actions in order to achieve a specified goal. Goals can be in conflict with each other. Hence, the optimal specification of priorities or criticality levels should be supported.

For some scenarios, it is not sufficient to solely specify the desired result but also to constrain the way of how results are obtained. This is important given that system perturbation, solution time, and accuracy may differ significantly depending on the applied performance engineering technique. Measuring the performance of a system may have side effects on the system operation. While for some scenarios, it may be acceptable to generate additional load on the system for better measurement precision, in others it may be required to minimize overheads. Hence, the language should support expressing such tradeoffs.

4.2 Language Processing and Adapters

To process performance queries expressed using the declarative language, the DPE platform should support plugging in adapters for different performance evaluation approaches. The adapter interface shall be generic and centered around the needs of the language. The adapters control any monitoring or processing required by the respective performance evaluation approach. The requirements on the adapter design are:

- **Automated processing**: Experiment design, load script generation, and experiment execution are carried out automatically.
- **Optimized processing**: The performance query processing shall be efficiently parameterized for the specific scenario. It should take into account user concerns about accuracy, time-to-result, and system perturbation.
- **Light-weight design**: The complexity of tool adapters shall be minimized. Therefore, the generic composition of complex results out of sub-results should be integrated into the language processing.

4.3 Capability Model and Decision Engine

The idea of DPE is to integrate multiple solution adapters. At a first step, it has to be evaluated if an adapter is able to deduce the requested metrics. In case multiple adapters are capable to solve a given query, the choice should be based on a matching of tool and query capabilities. For model-based analysis, there exist many analysis approaches optimized for certain model capabilities (e.g., independence of model subparts, open or closed workload, applied queueing strategies, etc.). Furthermore, the best solution technique also depends on the requested metric. For example, if the performance analyst is solely interested in aggregated values, faster approaches, like product-form solutions, can be applied. Besides improving efficiency under the constraint of preserving accuracy, there are approximation procedures, like fluid analysis, which trade off analysis speed versus the cost of accuracy.

We propose to introduce a decision engine that, for a given language statement, automatically selects from the set of plugged in tool adapters, an appropriate one to solve the respective query. The aim of the decision engine is to decide based on matching statement requirements against the tool capabilities. This requires a capability model of each tool, capturing its functional and non-functional properties. In particular, capturing information relevant for the aforementioned tradeoffs between accuracy, time-to-result, and system perturbation shall be supported. The capability model...
will be designed using a hierarchical structure. We propose the use of at least one abstract capability layer where a general model, e.g., for monitoring tools, can be specified. Then, a capability model for a concrete monitoring tool instance can inherit from the abstract monitoring capability model. This enables the reuse of capability specifications for other monitoring tools. The abstract capability models can be overwritten by a concrete tool capability model in case an adapter is not yet implemented.

5. RELATED WORK

In our previous work, we proposed initial query languages and frameworks to automate the application of performance analysis techniques and to parameterize, execute, and filter results accordingly. These are MAMBA \[8\] for measurement-based analysis and DQL \[7\] for model-based analysis. However, they consider measurement and model-based analysis separately, instead of, for example, using measurements where available, while resorting to model predictions where measurements are not feasible. Further, these languages currently only support basic queries, no complex or compound queries, e.g., for bottleneck identification. Besides expressing performance queries, system goal specifications can be declaratively described in the form of service level agreements (SLAs), e.g., based on standards such as WSLS, WSOL, WS-Agreement, SLA*, and SLAng \[13\]. Some of the named approaches assess the SLA conformity of runtime performance properties based on reactive approaches. However, these SLA languages are not yet connected to proactive reconfiguration mechanisms that prevent SLA violations, as done in our preliminary work in \[10\]. Further, we intend to include several related approaches for implementing our vision, from which we want to name a few. To reduce the overhead of creating model transformations in performance engineering, intermediate models like CSM \[10\] and KLAPER \[8\] address the N-to-M problem. Obviously, experiment automation like initialization bias detection \[9\] should be included. Moreover, degrees-of-freedom exploration can be optimized. Efficient experiment selection can reduce the total number of experimental setups to analyze as performed in \[14\].

6. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

Throughout the past decades, various established methods, techniques, and tools for modeling and evaluating performance properties have been proposed. However, the application of performance engineering techniques to address a given user concern is challenging and requires expert knowledge. In this vision paper, we described the Declarative Performance Engineering (DPE) paradigm aiming to couple the description of user concerns to be solved (performance questions and goals) from the various possible techniques and solution approaches. We envision an automated selection and execution of a performance engineering approach tailored to address a given user concern. Towards accomplishing the DPE vision, we discussed the major requirements and proposed a possible architecture for building respective analysis tools and frameworks. We expect DPE to impact all fields in computer science where performance plays an important role, especially for real-time systems and cloud computing. Our architecture enables to already use sub parts, e.g., the decision support, the automated parametrization, or the result filtering. As next steps, we will continue our joint work on DPE based on a project funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). Further, we will continue pushing the DPE vision within the SPEC DevOps community. In a long term perspective, the tools to answer performance questions and to process concerns can be used as a basis for self-aware computing systems.
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